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Humanistically-Oriented Science
Mary Bluemle

Should college students pursuing courses of study
totally unrelated to science be required to take science? How can we, as science educators, tailor
courses for the non-science major or the undergraduate
undecided about his major? Should a well-educated person be exposed to all areas of science? What can be
learned from a brief study of science, for certainly
no student can assimilate all available scientific
knowledge, now increasing by geometric proportions.
Bronowski (1965) felt that the most important thing we
can learn from a study of science is not scientific
technique, but the scientific spirit; the irresistible
urge to explore.
The first science course may be the last for the
non-science major and, because science adds a valuable
dimension to human life, I believe this area of science teaching is crucial. In many colleges, the student's initial science course is the least inspiring
because it receives the least faculty commitment in
terms of time, creative presentation, and g·eneral
interest. It seems to me that the greatest proportion
of the current demand for change in this situation is
focusing on the natural sciences. I believe that the
area of natural science may be the best "taste" of
science for the non-science major or freshman with no
decisive major, because properly-designed courses in
the natural sciences of astronomy, biology, geology,
and meteorology can deal in a more apparent manner
with the visible world experienced by all men in
daily living.
The total education of a man is a lifetime's work.
As science educators, we can only introduce the student, during his four undergraduate years, to major
This paper was completed in relation to the "Comprehensive Examination" requirement for the doctoral degree.
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concepts in the areas he studies, hoping to inspire
him to explore some topics at depth, and to see the
implications of our own discipline to his life and to
the other academic disciplines.
The academic disciplines can be classified in
four main categories: sciences, histories, arts or
technologies, and philosophies. The sciences gather
and logically categorize information on particular
subjects; the histories consider the evaluation of
subject matter; the arts and technologies are concerned with the application of scientific and historical information to practical problems; while philosophy reflects upon the methods and systems of the
sciences, histories, and arts. Though there is value
in such a convenient categorization of the academic
disciplines, we must ultimately transmit to our students the concept that creative activity takes place
in both arts and sciences. The great work of art or
science has universal appeal insofar as other men can
themselves sense the reality and discover the truth
first perceived by its originator. Educatorscientists must constantly re-evaluate their goals to
ascertain how they fit into the total academic picture.
Bronowski (1965) points out that the humanities and
sciences are different aspects of a closely-related
universal masterpiece. They are not areas to be
fenced off, with scientists and humanists mutually
ignoring each other.
In the sciences, any secondhand dispensation of
particularized, vocationally-oriented "facts," even by
the efficient and painless audio-tutorial aids often
used today, is an abandonment of universal concepts
for fragmented observations. Evaluation was overdue
among college science educators and, since 1970, increasing numbers of science professors and entire departments have analyzed their introductory courses.
In many cases, it has been found that we in science
education have perfected our means, but we are teaching disoriented facts or techniques. (It is true that
science education today must face the rapid changes demanded in method and technique because of the expanded
use of electronic instrumentation for observing
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natural phenomena and analyzing data.) Countrywide,
the only area of science education that has not progressed in the last 25 years is the intelligent and
practical integration of science with the humanities
in the liberal arts program (Ryan, 1970).
Science should give a student insight into reality. I believe that an introduction to some part of
the life-earth sciences opens the way for such insights. Geology extends back to the origin of the
universe, studies life today, and reaches out to the
moon and planets. It offers theories about the future as it interprets observations on past and present earth events. It is for this reason that I think
it should be the science most often chosen by the nonscience major who seeks a universal education, in addition to the fragmented, graded, union card transcript his university may offer.
Field geology and life-earth science in general
are especially adapted to an individual student's indepth exploration into one aspect of the earth and, in
my opinion, a greater appreciation of the earth, of
the universe, and thus all knowledge. Geology can
have aspects not only of science, but of history, art
and technology, and philosophy. Physical geology is
the term applied to the group of sciences treating
composition, structure, processes, and sh~pe of the
earth. The evolution of the earth is geological history. Economic geology is the technology that applies
physical and historical geology to find ores and fuels.
The philosophy of geology critically examines the
methods and findings of geologists. Aspects of geology are related to the other physical sciences. Paleontology is the historical counterpart of biology.
Geochemistry and geophysics find their more abstract
counterparts in chemistry and physics. Soils develop
partly as a result of the underlying geology, but especially in response to the surrounding climate so that,
in the study of soil development, the geologist learns
from and contributes to the study of meteorology. The
geology of the moon, the evolution of the universe,
and the earth's place in the solar system bring the
geologist and astronomer into proximity.
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The preoccupation with courses in our present
college curricula can be a roadblock to the serious
student, the person who is searching for meaning in
life and the knowledge of interrelationships upon
which wisdom is based. Rather than inspiring the
student with integrated curricula offerings, he is
told to choose from a meaningless jumble of vocational courses complete with assignments from The
Text, trivial quizzes and computerized grades,~!
taught by specialists who are buried within the concerns of their own research, caring little and knowing less about other disciplines.
Often, coordinated planning and integration of
departmental courses is lacking. No student can sense
the wholeness of life when he is exposed to the fragmentation of 101 level review courses, superficially
treating selected areas such as English literature
107, psychology 101, and physical geology 101. Slick
and superficial science courses are an insult to students; they impart false impressions of the nature of
science and thus rape the student of a valuable part
of his educational experience. The goal of education
should be to inspire students with a desire for knowledge and universal meanings. This is not done by
teaching unrelated facts that lack cohesion and are
irrelevant to students' lives. Many teachers seem to
care little that students neither comprehend the facts
nor gain a greater perception of reality.
Any study should encourage students to think.
With this in mind the teacher and student must constantly evaluate methods and materials, choosing the
necessary means to achieve this. For example, tests
designed to give both students and the teacher feedback on the student's ability to logically attack a
problem could serve a real purpose in the constant
process of establishing, implementing, and evaluating
goals.
I must stress that I realize my own bias against
grades is not supported by a number of truly creative
teachers. However, their total classroom demeanor reflects the fact that no grade is ever an indictment of
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any student's personality. They are men and women who
are personally interested in, and supportive of, each
student. Their personalities are different from mine
and they have arrived at their position as a result of
a continuing dialogue with self, students, and colleagues. When a department is staffed with instructors who do not fear dialogue because they have the
maturity to retain what they think best of their own
convictions, and change what needs changing, and where
the instructors and students are constantly examining
the best way to learn, there will be creative teaching,
there will be learning that is unwarped by coercion,
and grades may well be irrelevant.
What should be taught in an initial science
course? Any chosen topic should illustrate general
logical processes and the nature of the science. Much
schooling minimizes the reasoning process and maximizes rote memorization and mauy teachers find that
teaching students to think is harder work than simply
pouring out information. As a result, they take the
easy route and perpetuate the cycle by stressing facts
rather than logical processes. For example, in geology we teach about rocks, minerals, and glaciers rather
than the basic concepts of the earth's development and
change.
Four different types of students take the introductory geology course. The first group, perhaps 95
percent of them, are non-science majors fulfilling the
traditional science requirement. Many of these resent
having to take any science and many choose geology or
biology because these sciences are reputed to have
less quantitative rigor than physics or chemistry.
The second group is a small number of potential geology majors. The third group consists of science and
engineering majors completing minor degree requirements, and the fourth group is the handful of students
who are curious about the subject itself (Rudolfo,
1972).
Laboratory exercises and experiments must emphasize processes rather than objects. It is important
that the mineralogy and texture of a roc~reflect the
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materials' adjustment to the environment in which the
rock formed and it is important that mineralogy and
texture will determine the materials' adjustment to
future environmental changes. It is rtot important
that a rock can be called granite because it has a
particular mineral content and texture. Beginning
students should be exposed to earth materials in a
meaningful way. These materials should be used to
help them form concepts of earth processes. It is
my experience that this is best achieved by well(or even poorly-) designed field trips extending from
a few minutes (ice crystals forming outside a door) to
a whole semester.
Throughout the United States, different alternatives to the traditional fact-oriented introductory
course in the natural sciences are being tried. I believe that, if we are to offer the non-scientist true
options, then the introductory course should encompass
physics, chemistry, biology, geography, and geology.
This is being done in varying degrees at some institutions. For example, at East Tennessee State University, the department of general science and science
education has among its objectives to teach courses
for non-science majors who don't want laboratory
courses or don't want to specialize in a single area.
Course offerings include six quarter hours of biological science and six quarter hours of physical science.
Major concepts are stressed, the basic-principles approach is utilized, and less time is alloted to detailed factual content than in the traditional course.
All faculty members who teach general education are in
the same department and are interested in teaching nonscience majors.
Attempts at presenting a unified introductory science course at some universities have lacked cohesion
when the instructors came from different colleges and
there was no coordinator to integrate the instruction
so that the students would receive a cohesive program
rather than fragmented particles of knowledge. Some
student criticisms of these courses have been that
each professor would attempt to cram a year's amount
of material into three to six weeks. The instructors
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usually received this teaching assignment on top of
already heavy loads, and there was neither time allowed to meet with the other science instructors nor
were administrative and secretarial personnel provided
to aid them in presenting a well-integrated course. A
cross-disciplinary science course, Arts and Sciences
271-272, Natural Science, is offered at the University
of North Dakota. Enrollments of 200 students prevent
personal contact between instructors and students and
no coordinator is given time from his regular duties
to amalgamate the entire course. For this reason, the
course is unsatisfactory to both faculty and students.
Country-wide, more attempts have been made in
biology than in the other sciences to make the subject
relevant to the non-science major. These attempts have
varied from team teaching to the adaption of varieties
of "block" systems.
The geology faculty of the University of North
Dakota introduced an optional block system four years
ago as an alternative to conventional introductory
physical and historical geology. Two four-credit
courses, one each semester, are each divided into five
three-week blocks. Each student selects topics that
interest him from among the options offered by the different instructors. These options fall into four categories:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Conventional: the conventional introductory
course
Specialized: concerned with special topics such
as earthquakes or glacial processes
Specialized: experimental subjects of restricted
interest, for example: "Geology, Science, and
Religion" (Karner, 1974)
Investigative: semi-independent student work on
topics of the student's own choosing

Geology majors are encouraged to take the A block
of courses to give them a broad geological background,
which will later be reinforced by specific courses in
each area in their higher level studies. Their exposure to many members of the faculty helps them to
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learn something about the personality and the special
interests of each teacher in the department. Students
in the humanities fulfilling the university science
requirement, or those majoring in another science who
wish some geological background, select the options
that interest them most.

It seems to me that the block system, as the
geology faculty at UND is implementing it, is freeing
teachers and students in such a way that both groups
now are looking at geology in a real, fundamental, and
heretofore unorthodox way. Student evaluations are
favorable to the block system for these reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A choice of topic and teacher every three weeks
exposes them to more ideas and more personalities
Opportunity is offered for independent work
The students are exposed to many kinds of geologists, their teaching, and their research
The students have the option of entering a class
with large enrollment, or one with few students
where there will be a maximum of teacher-student
interaction

I interviewed the geology faculty on their reaction to the block system. They favored the chance to
work with beginning students, but on a limited basis.
Befor~ the .system was introduced, the few members of
the faculty with sufficient talent, endurance, and
voice projection to lecture to classes of 200 three
times a week were saddled with the 101 and 102 load.
Faculty members also think that the block system partially solves the impersonal aspect of most required
introductory science courses and that the system meets
the needs of a far larger proportion of our students.
They cautiously note a greater than usual need for
cooperation among the faculty. Faculty meetings usually are explosive affairs as each teacher projects
his views and all meetings end on compromise.
I personally believe that it requires a great
deal of maturity for scientists who each work hard
and intensively in a different area of research and
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who have varied personalities and extra-curricular
interests, to work as a collective unit for several
hours in each week's faculty meeting so that their department can present a vital introductory program in
geology, one which meets the needs of undergraduate
students in many fields. Faculty I interviewed in
several of the other science colleges at UNO have told
me that inter-colleague frictions in their colleges
precluded achieving the initial break-through into
some form of block system, or the on-going extraordinary amount of cooperation necessary for an introductory science course that would be of value to most
non-science majors.
At most universities, laboratory and discussion
sections of science courses (as well as otl.~r courses)
are taught by graduate teaching assistants. Although
this may be practical from a staffing and financial
viewpoint, it can be harmful if care is not taken to
guide and integrate the assistants' efforts.
Undergraduates often rightfully resent having
their contact with faculty limited to T.A. 's because,
although some T.A. 's may be enthusiastic, diligent,
conununicative, and sympathetic, most others, in addition to their inexperience, lack knowledge of their
subject and have little interest in teaching. They
often regard the assistantship as a source of income
without reciprocal obligations on their part. Departments need graduate students to £urther their research
and enlarge their image and graduate students must be
financed in some manner. As a result, teaching assistants are appointed because their academic credentials
indicate research ability, not teaching ability.
Most intToductory labs are attacked by both science and non-science majors as being Jifficult, boring,
and unrewarding. As long as we have teaching assistants in charge of those labs--assistants who are lacking in teaching skills, ability to establish studentteacher rapport, sometimes even lacking in knowledge
of basic scientific concepts, and rarely cognizant of
departmental goals--the criticism of laboratory work is
going to be valid (Rudolfo, 1972). Perhaps graduate
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teaching seminars carrying course credit and close
supervision and also the mutual establishment, implementation and evaluation of goals on the part of the
teaching assistants and the professors, would partly
eliminate this problem (Romey, 1972).
Students who come to college with pre-determined
goals will succeed in spite of poor teaching, but are
we being fair when we subject them to poor teaching?
We need to design courses for the uncommitted student
searching for intellectual stimulus. Many college instructors are demanding that there should be no science requirement for non-science majors and a reciprocal elimination of requirements in the humanities
for non-majors. Without captive audiences, in order
to attract students the faculty of each college would
have increased reason to offer relevant courses. Good
teaching would be increasingly recognized as a value,
a skill attained with difficulty and not the osmotic
result of a particular degree or amount of research.
Within limits, teaching quality has been shown to bear
an inverse relation to the amount of time spent by
teaching faculty in research for publication (Richardson, 1973).
As we design and evaluate our course offerings,
I suggest we consider the following:
1.

2.

Abolition of grades as a threat. Engendering an
atmosphere of trust and cooperation is necessary
for a good learning environment and demands the
abolition of grades if they are used as coercive
measures rather than one of the many means used
by both teacher and student to reassess their
original goals as they progress through a course.
Creation of a physical environment for learning,
that is, a time and a place for introductory
students to investigate particular interests related to the science they are studying.
Summary

I write this following two days of intensive work
on the clam fauna of the Sheyenne River of eastern
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North Dakota. One collection site was near Fort Ransom where one still sees the rocks used for target
practice by the bored cavalry stationed there a century ago. The rocks are pre-Cambrian erratics that
were carried here from Ontario by the glaciers about
13,000 years ago. Their surfaces are marked by cylindrical holes that were drilled for placement of
explosives to break them into smaller, more easily
managed pieces when fields were cleared. One of the
local Fort Ransom townsmen has written a book of passable poetry on the area myth (which he believes) that
the Vikings came up the river to this point in their
boats and the holes were actually drilled for mooring
posts. The glacial striae on the large boulders
across from the site of the fort are considered to be
Indian hieroglyphics describing the good hunting of
the area.
Deer tracks at the riverside mingle with those of
the raccoon who, judging from the abundant shell hash,
have more luck clanuning than we do.
We spent last night on top of a high sand dune in
the Sheyenne delta in the National Grasslands in northwest Richland County. Controlled grazing maintains
the native grasses the buffalo grazed. The now-stable
dunes, which formed at the mouth of the ancestral
Sheyenne River as it silted its load into glacial Lake
Agassiz about 9,000 years ago, were mobile in the
draughty thirties. A new, steel, Argentine windmill
pumps an endless supply of water into nearby cattle
tanks. The wind is blowing so there is no waste of
energy or water. Only enou2h water is used to support
man and beast and the overflow seeps back to the subsurface. We filled all canteens for, if the wind had
died at night, we were ten miles from a water source.
We oriented our tents to face the northeasterly direction of the rising sun and fell asleep lulled and yet
exhilarated by the fierce, sand-laden wind.
In ..an hour we' 11 be in Grand Forks. My husband
drives, the other geologist is checking data, and I
try to sl..DlUllarize this paper. It has been an agony to
write for I have gone through well over one thousand
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references, listing only a few of the better ones on
the pages that follow and citing in the previous pages
only those that seemed most relevant to me.
I have taught science often to non-scientists and
I am convinced that it is best taught through experience, preferably on site. Most of what I read either
suggested my own beliefs or belabored the obvious or
was occasionally impractical.
I have found it difficult to verbalize my intuitive belief that science is necessary for the educated
person because it is part of, not to one side of, human
existence. It occurs to me now that we as professional
geologists could not spend two days doing geologic research without constantly coming in contact with the
history of this area, its legends, its biology. Always we kept an eye on the weather, and the sun's position. Our study was oriented within the framework of
human experience. Should not undergraduate students
be introduced to scientific concepts through a
humanistically-oriented science?
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